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Leading a revolution 
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It was opening day morning, Sept. 29, 2007, when 
Hank Moore of Ione, Calif., slowly made his way 
around a bend in a logging road in the Sierra 
Mountains. 

"My wife had just spotted a doe with a couple of 
fawns in the clear cut below the road to our right," 
Moore said. "We watched them for awhile, hoping 
a buck would join them." 

The Moores watched momma and her babies for 
several minutes then continued on slowly and 
cautiously down the road. 

"Just as we rounded the bend all I saw were 
antlers coming out of the timber and about to 
cross the road in front of me," he said. "At first all 
I could do was yell, 'Oh s*#@!'" 

An enormous, tall-horned blacktail was running 
full speed behind a doe on his way down country. 

"As I raised my 30.06, the doe stopped running 
and looked right at me," Moore said. "I 
immediately tried to find the buck in my scope, 
not expecting him to stop." 

A Barnes TSX, 180-grain bullet punctured hair and hide just behind the cervid's right front shoulder. The big, dark-horned buck hesitated. 

Lead-bullet bans to protect the endangered condor in California have worked to create better 
ammunition.
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"He looked like he was going to run," Moore said. "But then he quickly folded on the road, and started quivering. It was a good, swift kill." 

The powerful, energy-retaining, all-copper bullet had performed well, passing all the way through the buck's body. Moore's trophy blacktail, 
the fourth largest typical ever taken in the Golden State, officially grossed 170 1/8-inches and it was taken with a non-lead bullet. 

Moore chose to use the non-lead bullet because of the advertised outstanding performance and better overall bullet quality over leaded types, 
typifying a slow moving trend throughout the hunting community. 

Because it is now against the law to use leaded bullets in the "condor range" in parts of southern California, these new bullets have found a 
permanent home there. Lead (Pb) is a toxic heavy metal that has been linked to central nervous system damage, and blood and brain disorders 
in humans and other animals. The California condor is listed on the endangered species list and studies of the large vultures have found high 
lead levels over the perceived acceptable limit. 

Because of the findings, lawsuits were filed against the California Fish and Game Commission and California Department of Fish and Game 
by environmental groups such as the Center for Biological Diversity, the Natural Resources Defense Council, Physicians for Social 
Responsibility and the Wishtoyo Foundation, along with other groups. 

They alleged that the state's failure to prohibit the use of lead bullets afield is at odds with the federal Endangered Species Act. Their claim is 
that condors ingest bullets, bullet fragments and lead residue from dead animals, carcasses, and gut piles left in the field by hunters. 

Outdoor writer, condor photographer, and hunter, Joe Blaylock, of Fillmore, Calif., considers the suit to be an attack on hunting as other, 
more prominent sources of lead have seemingly been ignored by the groups. Blaylock said that many of these groups are simply fronts. Lead 
has been commonly used for thousands of years dating back to 6,400 B.C. In the condor's 
range, lead was historically used in a wide variety of ways and is still heavily used today. 

Lead is used in construction, high voltage power cables, ceramic glazes, PVC plastic, fishing 
sinkers and lures, sound walls, x-ray rooms, car batteries, electronic soldering, ballast in 
sailboats, brass metal objects, artist paint, wheel balances, statues and sculptures, and many 
others. Many of these materials end up in waste facilities. 

High blood levels of poisonous metals and other toxic substances usually get started from 
solid forms that somehow get into soils and then, over time, their dissolved forms leach into 
water sources and are ingested by unsuspecting animals and humans. 

Because these metals tend to break down very slowly, they may not show up in bloodstreams 
for hundreds or even thousands of years. Such pertinent information was not in the "Final 
Environmental Document" written and released by the California DFG regarding sections 353 
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and 475 of Title 14, "California Code of Regulations." 

Despite the many disputed omissions and possible falsehoods in the lawsuit, AB 821 was 
signed into law by Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger, and the lead bullet ban took affect on July 
1, 2008. 

According to a California Fish and Game report, there were discrepancies and inferences 
made by the environmental groups found in the DFG report. 

"The source(s) of lead in the blood of numerous condors tested in California has not explicitly 
been identified as coming from hunter-shot game, but has been inferred to be lead 
ammunition-based, and inferred to be due to legal hunting activity," the fish and game report 
said. 

Many, if not most of the condors in the study inhabit private urban and suburban areas where 
there is no hunting or even shooting. The opportunistic vultures dine on automobile killed 
game (road kill) and are especially attracted to county dump sites (lead cesspools) along with 
gulls and other animals. 

There seems to be no debate that extracted and manufactured lead is bad for the environment. 
Above many other industries it has been bullet and cartridge manufacturers who have taken 
action and are now the leaders in non-lead production, and self policing, ethical hunters who 
have already switched to non-lead ammo. 

The Barnes bullet company, which began marketing all-copper bullets in 2003, has become widely known in the hunting industry as a 
producer of perhaps one the best bullets for gaining quick, ethical kills on big game. Other ammunition companies have followed, so now 
hunters in the lead-ban zone can still fulfill their passion for hunting while hunters across the nation now have a wider choice in ammo. 

The state-of-the-art, non-lead bullets are advertised to be better constructed and more powerful than lead bullets. They retain nearly 100 
percent of their weight after impact, which aids in shocking and knock down power, and they also exhibit the deepest possible penetration 
aiding in optimal tissue/bone damage, and exit wounds, which create blood trails necessary for finding wounded animals that could run. 

Because they hold together on impact, there's also less bloodshot meat, meaning that little precious meat is discarding during processing. 

Reports of the performance of these non-lead bullets from hunters both inside and outside of the lead-ban zone has been fantastic. Many big 
game hunters have reported the swiftest, cleanest kills ever. Hornady Manufacturing Inc., and the Remington Company are throwing their hat 
into the unleaded bullet market in 2009. According to Hornady spokesman, Steve Johnson, the new GMX bullet (gilding metal expanding) is 

The California Fish and Game report said lead in 
condors has not been linked to ammunition. 
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scheduled for limited release early in the year with factory rounds scheduled for market thereafter. Remington's new "Premier Green" line of 
unleaded bullets features the Lapua Naturalis, an all-copper bullet from Lapua cartridges in Finland. Remington's new Lapua Naturalis has a 
rounded nose and a rounded chartreuse polymer tip. 

According to Lapua, they retain 99.8 percent weight retention and have bone shattering, deep penetration. As of now Remington is marketing 
90-grain .243's, 160-grain 7mm. magnums, 180-grain .30-06's, and 180-grain .308's "We're marketing a 150-grain .30 caliber spitzer first," 
Johnson said. "They'll be available in .308's, .30-06's, .300 Winchester, and .300 Ruger Compact Magnum. Eventually we'll make 165-gr. 
30's, 130-gr. 270's, 139-gr. 7mm's, and 225-gr. 338's too." Like Nosler's lead-free "E-Tip" bullet (loaded by Winchester ammunition), 
Hornady's GMX is not solid copper, but an alloy that's 95 percent copper and 5 percent zinc. According to Hornady, this "gilding metal" 
keeps bore fouling to a minimum, more so than straight copper. 

Jeremy Miller, who headed the Hornady GMX project, says that testing has shown the new bullet to expand and reliably penetrate at speeds 
ranging from less than 2,000 feet-per-second on up to 3,400 fps. 

"We wanted to give hunters more choice," Johnson said. 
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